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ABSTRACT
While (mainly) designed to answer users’ needs, search engines
and recommendation systems do not necessarily guarantee the
exposure of the data they store and index while it can be essential
for information providers. A recent research direction so called
“fair” exposure of documents tackles this problem in information
retrieval. It has mainly been cast into a re-ranking problem with
constraints and optimization functions. This paper presents the
first steps toward a new framework for fair document exposure.
This framework is based on document linking and document community detection; communities are used to rank the documents to
be retrieved according to an information need. In addition to the
first step of this new framework, we present its potential through
both a toy example and a few illustrative examples from the 2019
TREC Fair Ranking Track data set.
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INTRODUCTION

While (mainly) designed to answer users’ needs, search engines
and recommendation systems (RS) do not necessarily guarantee
the exposure of the data they store and index. For example, many
algorithms are founded on both content and collaborative selection
of items. They are likely to retrieve or recommend the items that
other users have liked or seen on similar need topics. In the recommendation domain, this problem is known as the cold start problem
where new items are unlikely to be recommended since no user
clicked on them when just added [24, 26, 27]. In search engines,
ranking algorithms also include information on past searches and
users’ preferences [15, 34] that favors the most popular documents
to the detriment of others, new or less known, although potentially equally relevant. To solve this problem, algorithms both in
Information Retrieval (IR) and RS have been developed and aim
at diversifying the results. In IR, diversity is mainly considered
in relation to ambiguity [9], where the problem is to provide the
user documents that answer the various meanings of a word (e.g.
Orange as a Telecom company, a French city, a color, or a fruit). In
RS, many algorithms also diversify the results by adding items that
would not be recommended otherwise [22, 26].
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Another recent research direction is the so called “fair” exposure
of documents. It has mainly been cast into a re-ranking problem
with constraints and optimization functions [2, 29, 38]. In 2019,
TREC also decided to tackle this problem in one of its track: the Fair
Ranking Track. The rationale is that not only users are concerned
by which information is retrieved, but also information producers
who are certainly inclined to store their data on platforms that give
them the best exposure to users. As defined by TREC organizers, the
Fair Ranking Track considers scientific documents and the central
goal is to provide fair exposure to different groups of authors. Fair
exposure is certainly a much more complex problem than currently
defined since when platforms disclose the algorithms they use,
producers try to fit to be better exposed. However, this track as it
is, corresponds to a first interesting step and is likely to result in
important milestones related to IR transparency.
This paper presents the first steps toward a new framework for
fair document exposure in information retrieval. This framework
is based on information clustering and document linking that is
then used to select the documents to be retrieved according to an
information need. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 includes some related work. Section 3 presents the first
step of our method along with a toy example. Section 4 describes the
preliminary results on some examples from the TREC Fair Ranking
Track. Section 5 concludes this paper and presents our future work.

2

RELATED WORK

Fair algorithms. Designing fair algorithms has recently been
emerged to tackle the underlying bias in the training data or algorithm itself. Chierichetti et al. [7] study the fair clustering algorithms (a protected class must have fair representation in different
clusters) under the disparate impact [14]. The authors introduce
fairlets that satisfy fair representation while maintaining the clustering objective. The authors then reduce the fair clustering problem
into fairlet decomposition and use the classical clustering algorithm
to obtain the balanced representation of protective class in different clusters. In further study, Chierichetti et al. [8] focus on the
large class of fair algorithmic problems for optimization subject to
matroid constraints such as cardinality (sets), connectivity (graph),
or matching (subgraph). They found that matroid constraints are
general enough to encode many different types of problems while
relatively easy to optimize.
Document diversity. While not initially formulated as a fair exposure of data, diversity is nonetheless a way to provide document
exposure.
https://fair-trec.github.io/
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Diversification is the process of re-ranking the documents initially retrieved for the query or selected for recommendation, taking
into account the coverage, importance, and novelty of the documents in an implicit or explicit approach to reduce the search
bias [37, 40]. Result diversification is generally formulated as an
optimization problem and diversification methods differ by how
they implement the objective function.
Some methods consider the document content only such as Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [5] which selects the best document
incrementally by balancing the relevance with the query and topic
novelty. Fusion diversification is another example of content-based
methods where topic modeling is used to infer latent subtopics;
the results of sub-topic rankers are then fused to obtain the final
ranking [23].
Other methods use external cues which represent users’ intention like, Xia et al. who proposed a diverse ranking approach based
on continuous state Markov decision process to model the user
perceived utility at different ranks [41]. Also considering users’
perspective, Santos et al. proposed xQuAD, a greedy diversification
algorithm that maximizes the coverage of explicitly mined query
subtopics [36]. Wasilewski et al. proposed an intent-aware collaborative filtering based recommendation system where the system
diversify the recommended items by integrating the relevance, user
intentions, and item-aspect associations [40]. Abdollahpouri et al.
introduced a method to diversify the recommended items by reducing the popularity bias and enhancing the novelty and coverage [1].
Küçüktunç [21] proposed an enhanced random-walk based diversification for citation recommendation using the citation graph to
allow users to reach the old, fundamental and recent papers.

categories. They noted that higher diversity and fairness would
lead to increased user acceptance regarding the results.
From the evaluation point of view, the authors of [12] proposed
an interpolation strategy to integrate relevance and fairness into
a unique evaluation metric. They investigated how existing TREC
corpora could be adapted for a fairness task. Castillo [6] reviewed
the recent works on fairness and transparency in ranking.
In RS, Khenissi and Nasraoui modeled the user exposure in an
iterative closed feedback loop and developed a de-biasing strategy
to reduce the bias inherent in the recommendation system, such
as [20]. Mehrotra et al. proposed a framework to evaluate the tradeoff between the relevance of recommendation to the customers and
fairness of representation of suppliers in a two-sided marketplace
such as Airbnb or Spotify [29].
In TREC 2019 Fair Ranking Track, Mcdonald et al. [28] cast
the fair ranking as a diversification problem and employed two
diversification approaches based on xQuAD [36] by optimizing the
authors influence in one run, and authors and venues influence in
another run; the results show that both of the runs are effective
in minimizing unfairness. Wang et al. [39] used the convolutional
kernel-based neural ranking model (Conv-KNRM) to obtain the
relevance oriented ranking and then applied the documents swapping for authors exposure. Bonart, another participant, used a basic
learning-to-rank framework for solving the track, stressing that
the main challenge was that multiple objectives (searchers’ relevance and authors’ group fairness) have to be optimized under the
constraint of an unknown author-group-partition.

Fair document exposure. None of the above mentioned methods
provides fair item exposure in their re-ranking step. Recently, different frameworks have been proposed for the formulation of fairness
constraints on rankings in terms of exposure allocation [2, 38].
In [38], the authors aim to find rankings that would maximize the
fairness with respect to various facets, by proposing a general framework that employs probabilistic rankings and linear programming.
In IR, the concept of fair exposure is seen as the average attention
received by ranked items [13], as an optimization problem with
fairness constraints [17], or as a diversity ranking problem [18].
Diaz et al. [13] argued that measuring and optimizing expected exposure metrics using randomization opens a new area for retrieval
algorithms, while Gao and Shah [17] estimated the solution space
and answered questions about the impact of fairness consideration
in the system, or about the trade-off between various optimization
strategies. Still, Gao and Shah [18] studied the top-k diversity fairness ranking in terms of statistical parity fairness (equal number
of documents from different groups) and disparate impact fairness
(unintentional discrimination to a group).
Some approaches consider the fair exposure as a re-ranking
problem [25, 30]. Liu and Burke [25] generated the ranking list
based on a linear combination trade-off between accuracy and
provider coverage and argued that the algorithm can significantly
promote fairness, however, with a slight loss in terms of accuracy.
Natwar et al. [30] introduced the concept of representative diversity,
which means the level of interest of the consumer in different

While in this paper we are not providing a completed framework for
fair information exposure, we are describing the first steps toward
it. In this section, we present the main intuition that drove our
proposal, the main principles as well as a toy example to illustrate
the model.

3

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Rationale of our model.
Rather than considering document ranking constraints, as in
previous work [17, 38], in order to solve the issue of fair document exposure, our model relies on graph structure and community
founding.
Fair document exposure can be considered on different views or
considering different facets[38]. One of them is what we call fair
item exposure. In that case, the items in the retrieved documents
should expose as many items as possible within a small as possible
document set. For example, if items are authors, then the objective
is to expose as many authors as possible in the (relevant) retrieved
documents. The second view is what we call fair community exposure. In that case, we want to provide a fair exposure of the different
communities of documents. A document community is based on
the links between documents as defined by their shared items. The
main idea is that the top ranked documents should not belong to the
same document community to ensure a fair exposure of the variety
of documents in terms of their items (e.g., their authors, sources,
affiliation, opinions).
Document communities are extracted from the document network
which is composed of the initially retrieved documents as nodes.
As such the ground of the model is similar to the popular page rank
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algorithm [4]. However, rather than considering the in and out
hyperlinks or explicit references between documents, document
links are rather extracted from implicit links. The implicit links are
based on meta-data that documents share (e.g., common authors).
Such links can be weighted and eventually oriented, depending
on what they represent. Indeed, there is a large variety of type of
links that can be considered in between documents. For example,
considering scientific publications, documents can be linked according to the authors they have in common: the more common
authors in between two documents, the higher the weight between
the two corresponding nodes in the network. Once the document
network is built, the main document communities can easily be
extracted using state of the art community detection algorithms
such as Fast Greedy [10], Leading Eigenvector [32], Walktrap [33]
or Infomap [35], for example.
The principle is then to define a document ranking that both
merges the communities (top documents should belong to different
communities) and ranks the documents within a given community
while considering the topic-document relevance.
Using contextual networks & community detection. In general, the goal of community detection is to partition any network
into communities to extract the subgroups of densely connected
nodes [16, 19]. The elements from a given community are then
considered as very close concerning the cue the edges represent.
The problem of fair exposure of documents is then cast to the
problem of a fair exposure of each “community” of documents. Our
model thus relies on a network where the nodes of the network
correspond to documents, while the edges between nodes are a
means to contextualize the type of exposure the model should
give to documents. The edges and thus the document network are
contextual and depend on the targeted type of document exposure.
Indeed, documents can be linked in different ways, depending on the
types of documents and metadata which are associated with them.
The principle is also very close to the linked data principle. “The
term Linked Data refers to a set of best practices for publishing and
connecting structured data on the Web” [3]. As an example, linking
documents according to the shared countries their authors belong to
is a way to structure the document space and extract communities
of documents that are authored by people from the same region of
the world. As another example, linking the documents according
to the venue where they have been published is another way to
structure the document space. This document space representation
has several advantages:
• First, it is very adaptive: the definition of the edges can
depend on the type of documents or the type of exposure
one wants to reveal;
• Second, different types of linking can be easily combined: it
is possible to link documents both regarding the countries
the authors belong to and at the same time, the venue where
they have published;
• Third, well-known community detection algorithms can be
easily applied; some are known to result in smaller but denser
communities, while others yield larger communities [11, 31];
• Finally, the communities can be adaptive and can be defined
on a document type-based, user-based or query-based manner to fit better the objectives or definition of the fairness of

the exposure (e.g., changing the type(s) of links to consider
between the retrieved documents or changing the community detection algorithms).
Problem formulation.
• Document communities:
𝐷𝑘 is the set of 𝑘 documents {𝑑 1, 𝑑 2, · · · , 𝑑𝑘 }. Each 𝑑 𝑗 becomes a
node of the document network. An edge between two document
nodes is typed and depends on the meta-data or items used. Let 𝐼𝑘𝑇
be the set of items of type 𝑇 extracted from 𝐷𝑘 . The weight of the
edge between 𝑑𝑖 and 𝑑 𝑗 is defined as:
𝐼𝑑𝑇 ∩ 𝐼𝑑𝑇

𝑖
𝑗
𝑊 𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑑 𝑗 =
𝐼𝑑𝑇 ∪ 𝐼𝑑𝑇
𝑖

(1)

𝑗

• Fair exposure of items:
Let 𝐼 be a set of items and 𝑑 𝑗 be a document. 𝐼𝑑 𝑗 is the set
of items associated with a document 𝑑 𝑗 and |𝐼𝑑 𝑗 | is the number
of those unique items. In the same way, |𝐼𝐷𝑘 | is the number of
unique items associated with 𝐷𝑘 where 𝐷𝑘 is the set of 𝑘 documents {𝑑 1, 𝑑 2, · · · , 𝑑𝑘 }.
R is the initial -assumed as non empty- list of 𝑁 retrieved documents {𝑑 1 , 𝑑 2 , · · · , 𝑑 𝑁 } ordered by document score, expressed as
the probability of the document 𝑑𝑘 at rank 𝑘 to be relevant to the
query q (𝑃(𝑑𝑘 |q)).
S𝑘−1 is the set of documents already selected with fair exposure
to items at (𝑘 − 1)-th iteration and initially empty (S0 = ∅ i.e., for
k=1).
We want to optimize the document selection in an iterative way.
𝑑𝑘∗ is the best fair document to be selected at the 𝑘-th iteration and
is calculated as follows:
𝑑𝑘∗ = argmax 𝛾 𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑞) + (1 − 𝛾) 𝐸 (𝑑𝑖 , S𝑘−1 )

(2)

𝑑𝑖 ∈R\S𝑘−1

where 𝛾 is a combining parameter and 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1], R \ S𝑘−1 is the
list of documents from R that has not been selected yet in S𝑘−1 at
the (𝑘 − 1)-th iteration.
Then,

S𝑘 = S𝑘−1 ∪ 𝑑𝑘∗
(3)
The function 𝐸 (𝑑𝑖 , 𝑆𝑘−1 ) measures the exposure of items of the
document 𝑑𝑖 given the document set 𝑆𝑘−1 and is defined as follows:
𝐼𝑑𝑖 ∪ 𝐼𝑆𝑘−1
(4)
|𝐼 R |
• Fair exposure of communities:
Let C be a set of communities detected from the graph of documents. Each community 𝑐 ∈ C contains a set of documents 𝐷𝑐 . Like
previously, 𝐼𝐷𝑐 is the set of items in 𝐷𝑐 and |𝐼𝐷𝑐 | is the number of
those items.
For fair exposure of communities, we want to optimize the document selection over the communities C. We define this selection in
an iterative way. 𝑑𝑘∗ is the document to be selected for fair exposure
of communities at the 𝑘-th iteration and is calculated as a trade-off
between document relevance and exposure as follows:
𝐸 (𝑑𝑖 , 𝑆𝑘−1 ) =

𝑑𝑘∗ = argmax 𝛾 𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑞) + (1 − 𝛾) 𝐸 (𝑑𝑖 , S𝑘−1 |C)
𝑑𝑖 ∈R\S𝑘−1

(5)
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Like in Equation 2, 𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑞) is the probability of the document
𝑑𝑖 to be relevant for 𝑞. The function 𝐸 (𝑑𝑖 , 𝑆𝑘−1 |C) measures the
exposure of items of the document 𝑑𝑖 in the document set 𝑆𝑘−1
considering the set of communities C and is defined as follows:
𝐸 (𝑑𝑖 , S𝑘−1 |C) =

Õ

𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 , S𝑘−1 |𝑐) 𝑃 (𝑐)

(6)

𝑐 ∈𝐶

where 𝑃 (𝑐) denotes the probability of the community 𝑐 which is
considered as uniform ( |𝐶1 | ) of any community 𝑐 ∈ C and can be
ignored for ranking objective.
In Equation 6, 𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 , S𝑘−1 |𝑐) estimates the exposure of the items
of document 𝑑𝑖 given the exposure of the items of already selected
documents S𝑘−1 that belong to the community 𝑐 and can be defined
as follows:
Ö
𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 , S𝑘−1 |𝑐) = 𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑐)
(1 − 𝑃 (𝑑 𝑗 |𝑐))
(7)

Docs Authors
Entities
JN
Query
#
# AVG
#
AVG #
Q38944
12
64 5.58 122
14
7
Q5842
13
56 4.3
98 10.5
9
Table 1: Examples of Fair Ranking track queries along with
some statistics. # stands for “number of different”, AVG
stands for “average number of ... per document”. Docs corresponds to documents, while JN is for journals.

𝑑 𝑗 ∈S𝑘−1
|𝐼𝑑 |

where 𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑐) = |𝐼 𝑖 | × 1𝑑𝑖 denotes the exposure of the items of
𝐷𝑐
document 𝑑 (|𝐼𝑑𝑖 |) over the items of community 𝑐 (|𝐼𝐷𝑐 |) if document
𝑑 belongs to community 𝑐.
1𝑑𝑖 makes the probability being 0 if the document does not belong
to the community and is defined as follows:
(
1 if 𝑑𝑖 ∈ 𝑐,
1𝑑𝑖 =
0 otherwise.

4

(a) Q46933 author-based

(b) Q46933 venue-based

(c) Q46933 year-based

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

TREC Fair Ranking Track and data. In order to provide a preliminary evaluation and proof of concept, we used the Fair Ranking
data as released by the track organizers.
In this shared task, participants are asked to re-rank query-based
retrieved document sets in order to optimize both the relevance to
the consumers and the fairness to the producers.
The data consists in:
• the Semantic Scholar (S2) Open Corpus from the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence which consists of 47 of 1GB
data files. Most of the papers consist of the identifier, its DOI,
title, abstract, authors along with their IDs, inbound, and
outbound citations;
• the Query log provided by Semantic Scholar. For each query,
the organizers provide the query ID, the query string, the
query normalized frequency, as well as a list of documents
to rerank. There are 652 training and 635 evaluation queries
although not all contain a non-empty document list.
Preliminary results. In this first experiment, we do not provide
exhaustive results on the entire collection but rather some illustrative examples.
To start with, we considered a few queries for which the set of
associated documents contains at least 10 documents. We present
two of them to illustrate the potential power of our model.
Query 38944 is one of them (detailed in the first row Table 1).
For this query, the two first rows in Figure 1 display the document
network and document communities based on (a) co-authorship
https://fair-trec.github.io/
http://api.semanticscholar.org/corpus/ (the 2019-01-31 version)

(i) Query Q5842 venue-based

(ii) Query Q5842 year-based

Figure 1: Document communities extracted from the retrieved documents for two of the 2019 Fair Ranking Track
queries. Document IDs have been shorten for readability (using the two first and the latest characters of the real IDs.

(b) venues where the papers were published (c) year of publication.
In (a), two documents are linked if they have at least one author
in common while in (b) (resp. (c)), two documents are linked if
they have been published in the same venue (resp. on the same
year). Other types of linking could have been made using the “In" or
"Out" links, entities (key-words) for examples. For a fair exposure
of documents associated to Query 38944, considering venues, the
group "dbf", "c1f", "e7a" and "dde" for example should have a single
of them being top ranked as the others are redundant regarding
the venue. A fair exposure regarding the time line of the field could
also be considered.
In a similar way, for Query Q5842 (second row in Table 1), we
obtained the document communities as presented in Figure 1, when
considering (i) the venues where the papers are published and (ii)
the years of publication.
While this method does not include yet the final order of documents, it opens new ways of considering diversity or/and fair
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exposure according to various criteria that can be either considered
individually or combined. An interesting point of the model is that
the criteria can evolve according to the needs.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we paved the way for a new framework for fair
document exposure. We presented the model.We also present some
illustrative examples when considering the TREC Fair Ranking
Track 2019 data.
In future work, first, we will develop the model in a formal way
and complete the framework so that it includes a total document
ordering. We will also evaluate it in a more general way by considering the entire 2019 TREC Fair Ranking Track the organizers
provided as well as the track evaluation measures. As it has been
mentioned by the organizers, in the 2019 collection a lot of queries
have too few retrieved documents; a method such as ours make
more sense when the list of documents is large enough. As a future
work, we will also participate to the track in 2020 with our model.
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